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This invention relates to propellers, par 
ticularly adapted for aeronautical use, but 
the principles of which are susceptible for 
marine purposes. ~ 

One of the primary objects of our invention 
is to provide a propeller having novel means 
for changing the pitch angle of theblades 
thereof, either while the propeller is station 
ary or in rotation’, thereby ermitting the 

' most efficient use of the propel or for take-off, 
landing, etc. ‘ 
Another important object of our inven 

tion is the provision of hydraulic means for 
changing the pitch angle of the blades, so as 

" to insure the smooth operation of the blades 
with the use of a minimum number of me 
chani'cal parts. 
A further and salient object of our inven-_ 

tion is to provide novel means for construct 
in' the blades, whereby to produce a more 
e?igcient propeller, both from the standpoint 
of stren h and rigidity and from the stand 
point 0 advantage in thrust, etc., while in 
?ight, take-off and in landing, said propeller 
blades being divided intermediate their tips 
and hub, said divided portions producing in 
dependent blade sections, giving a more ef 
fective lead and a more efficient and useful 
dynamic reaction. 
A still further object of our invention is to ' 

provide a propeller having novel form of 
blades with novel means for changing the 
pitch angle of the blades whereby the com 

_ bination of the formation of the blades and 
the means for changingthe pitch angle there 
of to suit varying conditions will result in the 
production of a propeller of a highly e?i 
cient type, capable for all aeronautical pur 
oses. . 

A still further object of our invention is 
to provide .an improved propeller of the 
above character, which will be durable and 
e?icient in use, one that will be simple and 
easy to manufacture and, one which can be 
placed upon the market and incorporated 
with an aeroplane at'a small cost; 
With these and other objects in View the 

invention consists in the novel construction, 
arrangement and formation of parts, as will, 
be hereinafter more speci?cally described, 

claimed and illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings; in which drawings: 
Figure _1 is a front elevation of our im— 

> proved propeller, one section of the hub being 
removed to illustrate the mounting of the pro 
peller blades in the hub. . 
Figure 2 is a plan view of the improved 

propeller. ' ' 

Figure 3 is a detail section taken on 
line 3-3 of Figure 2 looking in the direction 
of the arrows and illustrating the means for 
changing the angle pitch of the blades. _ 
Figure 4 is a diagrammatic view illustrat 

ing the hydraulic means employed for chang 
ing the angle pitch of the blades. 
Figure 5 is a transverse section through one 

the . 

55 

of the propeller blades taken on the line 5—5 . 
of Figure 1. ‘ 
Figure 6 is a transverse section taken 

through‘ the propeller blade on the line 6—~6 
of Figure 1. 'l, 
Figure 7 is a view similar to Figure 3 

showing a modi?ed form of the hub. 
Figure 8 is a detail section taken on the 

line 8-8 of Figure 7 looking in the direction ' 
of the arrows and illustrating the means em 
ployed for mounting the propeller blades in ' 
the modi?ed form of hub. 
Referring to the drawings in detail, where 

in similar reference characters designate cor 
responding parts throughout ‘the several 
views, the letter A generally indicates our 
improved propeller which comprises a hub 
10 keyed or secured in any other desired way 
for rotation with a drive shaft 11. The drive 
shaft 11 may be considered in the present in 
stance as the crank shaft of the internal 
combustion engine of an aeroplane. 
In that form of the invention, as illus 

trated in Figures 1, 2 and 3, the hub 10 com 
prises a pair of companion sections 11’ and 
12, secured together by the use of bolts 13 
or other suitable fastening elements. The 
sections 11' and 12 are so constructed when 
placed and secured ‘together to form a pair 
of parallel cylinders 14 arranged on opposite. 
sides of the hub sleeve 15 which receives the 
engine shaft 11. In the present instance we 
have shown ‘two cylinders as the propeller is 
of the two-bladed type, but it is to be under 
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stood that more than two cylinders can be 
rovided if a three or four bladed dpropeller 

is to be used. It is to be also note that the 
c linders are arran d substantially tan n- , y ge lieub tially to the engine shaft and propeller 
sleeve 15, but'the cylinder can be radially 
dis osed, if desired. . ‘ 

n the present instance we have illustrated 
a in 16 extending throu h the forward end 
0 the hub sleeve 15 and through the forward 
end of the engine shaft 11. A suitable lock 
nut 17' is threaded on the extreme end of 
the engine shaft and a inst the forward end 
of the hub sleeve. sdidable longitudinally 
of the engine shaft 11 is the blade adjusting 
sleeve 17 having ‘formed on its inner end a 
rack 18 for a pur ose, which will be later 
described. The rac teeth are ofannular con 
struction and are arran ed within the hub. 
The inner end of the adjusting sleeve 17 is 
provided with spaced collars 19, for a pur 
pose which will also be-described. 
The propeller blades 20 are of novel con 

I struction and form; and each embody a hub 
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boss 21 rotatably received within. its cylinder 
14. The bosses 21 and the cylinders are suit 
ably grooved for receiving anti-friction bear 
ings 22 and a thrust bearing 23 can be inter 
posed between the inner ends of the cylinders 

‘ and the bosses 21. The outer ends of the 
bosses 21 carry discs 24 which abut against 
the outer faces of the cylinders as c early 
shown in Figures 1 and 2. The root of each 
propeller blade 20 at the boss end thereof 
embodies two stems or blade sections 25 which 
are formed on the opposite sides of the boss 
discs or ?anges 24. These stems or blade 
sections 25 ‘ gradually converge toward one 
another in overlapping relation and termi? 
nate in a single blade tip 26. 

_ laying out the new propeller blade de 
sign, the natural ggometrical pitch lead or 
helix‘is used in ma 'ng a uniform propeller, 
but_in addition a rigid structure is presented 
giving great strength and reinforcing the 
more delicate form 'of construction. This 
rigid structureis more e?ective eometrically 
and an effective lead is obtainetf by duplicat 
mg or doubling the propeller air-foil to pro 
duce a more e?icient, useful dynamic reac 
tion. In vertical position the distance of the 
stems ofthe air-foil or blade sections 25 is 
overned by the true and effective gap or 
lstance between the blades for the most 

e?icient dynamic action. - 
és clearly shown in Figures 1 and 2, the 

two air-foil portions or blade sections 25 
continue from the, root’or disc on the radius 
line to the standard nominal pitch line or 
about two-thirds of the radius, ?nally of 
which they converge into a single air-foil and 
continue as a sing e unit air-foil to the tip. 
It can be readily seen that in this construc 
tion, the projected e?'ective pro ller area 
is greater on the blade face and lade back 

for a distance of approximately two-thirds 
the radius exclusive of the boss portion with 
out'e?'ecting the chord or blade width ratio. 
Considering the same strength factor as of 

the ordinary propeller in general use, the 
propeller camber ratio will be chan (1 con 
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siderably, i. e., the thickness of the air foil of , 
the two blade sections 25 and also- at the root 
would be less. This also would effect the _re 
maining single portion or tip 26. The mini 
mum camber of the air foil in effective drag 
being overcome by the changeable, an le of 
incidence due to the adjustment of the lades 
and reduced resistance drag. Due to the ef 
fective pitch area, it will be noted that a pro 
peller of lesser disc area may be used. An im 
portant dynamic factor lies in the fact that 
the center of pressure on the blade face will 
cause little or no ?exing and will be equalized 
throughout the blade area regardless of the 
air foil angle of incidence. 
As to the angle of incidence of the trailing 

(lower) airfoil or blade section 25 it may or 
may not be made greater. 1 _ 

The bosses 21 of the propeller blades are 
provided with pinion teeth 30 which mesh 
with the rack 18, at the opposite sides thereof, 
formed on the adjusting sleeve 17. 

It is obvious that by shifting the adjusting 
sleeve 17 longitudinal of the engine shaft 11 
that the blades can beturned about their axis 
for changing the angle ofv pitch to suit vary 
ing conditions. 7 ' 

As best shown in Fi ures 5 and 6, the blade 
sections 25 and winge tip portions 26 are of 
true stream line formation in cross‘ section, 
which produces the most e?icient dynamic 
thrust, as has been established by actual tests. 

It has also been found that because of the 
resulting advantages, this feature of con 
struction is equally applicable to any air-foil, 
and it is, therefore, to be understood that the 
invention‘is not limited to propeller blades. 
It will be noted that the‘ blade members are 
rotatable upon axis offset with relation to the 
axis of the propeller shaft 11, which is the 
normal center line of the blade tips 26. Obvi 
ously, as the blades are rotated to increase the 
cord width, the overall or winged tip diam 
eter of the blades is proportionately de 
creased, although in a much lesser degree. 
This is due to the fact that each winged tip 
has a rotative action, which varies the center 
line of the tip with relation to the axis of the 
propeller shaft, thus causing the tips to ap 
proach or recede from a .diametrical line 
passing through the axis of the propeller 
shaft, the effect of which is to increase or de-, 
crease the overall diameter. 

It is_ believed that the advantages ofv the Y foregoing will be quite apparent, in that the 
strain upon the blades is maintained as near 
ly uniform as possible, thus allowing maxi 
mum thrust without undue stress upon the 
blades. 
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Any desired means can be utilized for 
‘shifting the adjusting sleeve longitudinally of 
the shaft, but we prefer to provide an hy 
draulic means for this purpose and the means 
provided forms an important part of my 
present invention. The chief advantage in 
using my hydraulic means for the purpose of 
shifting the pitch angle of the blades, is that, 
due to the mechanical method of the rack and 
pinion portions of the blade hubs it is not 
necessary to have an oscillation of more than 
one half to one and one half inches even on 
the largest diameter of propeller and also 
that this method can be used efficiently and 
in a simple manner on multi-motored planes. 
This hydraulic means comprises an operat 

ing lever 31 pivoted at one end, as of 32, to a 
rigid part of the aeroplane or engine, such as 
the crank case of the engine. This operating 
lever 31 intermediate its ends is provided 
with a shift yoke 33 for engaging the shift 
collars 19 on the adjusted sleeve 17. The op 
posite end of the operating lever 31 from its 
pivot point 32 is pivotally connected as at 34 
to the piston rod 35 of a double acting piston 
36. This double acting piston 36 is recipro 
cally mounted ina pressure cylinder 37, as 
clearly shown in Figure 4 of the drawings. 
The piston 36 is normally mounted intermedi 
ate the ends of the pressure cylinder 37 and 
the opposite ends of the cylinder 37 have com 
municating therewith pressure feed pipes 38 
and 39 respectively. These pressure feed 
pipes 38 and 39 communicate with the op 
posite ends of an operating cylinder 40, pref 
erably arranged within the cock-pit of the 
aeroplane (not shown). 

Reciprocally mounted within the operat 
ing cylinder 40 is an operating piston 41 
which is normally arranged between the op 
posite ends of the cylinder. A piston rod 42 
is connected with the piston 41 and extends 
out of one end of the cylinder 40 through 
a suitable stuffing box. A suitable bracket 
43 having a segmental rack bar 44 formed 
thereon is carried by the mentioned end of 
the cylinder and one side of the bracket has 
pivotally connected thereto a hand lever 45. 
The hand lever 45 intermediate its ends has 
pivotally secured thereto the piston rod 42. 
For cooperation with the segmental rack 
bar 44, the hand lever 45 carries a ?nger 
grip operated locking dog 46. By this con 
struction the position of the piston 41 can 
be controlled and locked against accidental 
movement. 
We also provide an equalizing cylinder 47 

and this cylinder has communication with 
one end thereof, the equalizing pipes 48 and 
49 which communicate respectively with the 
pressure pipes 38 and 39. 
A spring pressed piston 50 is arranged 

within the cylinder 47 and normally creates 
pressure on the fluid in the system, it being 
understood that the various cylinders and 

v3 

pipes are ?lledwith a suitable ?uid such as 
oil. ‘ i . \ 

By this construction when the piston-.41 
J is manually operated, the fluid will be forced 
from the end thereof, according to the direc .70 
tion of movement of the piston and this ?uid 
will in turn act on the’piston 36 to bring 
about a corresponding ' movement thereof 
which in turn will-operate the lever 31 and 
bring about the shifting of the adjusting 

‘ sleeve 17. 

. It is obvious from the foregoing ‘that a 
simple and effective ‘means has been provided 
for. manipulatingthe said adjusting sleeve. 
Referring to Figures 7 and 8, wherein the 
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preferred form of the hub structure is illus~ 
trated, the samelis of a one-piece'iconstruc 
tion, either forged- or cast; _ ' The outer ends 'ofthe cylinders 10 being 

open"v and provided at their ‘outer and inner. 
ends with enlarged bearing chambers 51. i 
The blade ‘bosses 20 areinsertedllin the cyl 
winder and thrust anti-friction bearings .52 
are Tplacedin the chambers 51-.‘ vOne vof the 
anti~friction bearings resting-against the boss \ 
?anges of the blades and the ‘other bearing 
against a holding plate 53 placed upon a 
reducedistud 54 carried by the end of each 
blade boss. The plates 53 are of such a di 
ameter as to bear against the cylinder ends.- ' 
Suitable lock nuts 55 are threaded on the 
studs 54 into engagement with the plates 53. 

' Thus, it will be seen that an extremely sim 
ple, durable and economical structure has 
been provided,=which lends itself‘ to simple‘ 
»mach1n1ng operatlons and‘ insures closeness 
of ?t and alignment, as well as materially 
reducing the manufacturing costs. 
Our propeller and the means employed 

for shifting the angle of pitch of the blades 
has' many noteworthy advantages over the 
propeller now commonly used, and an air 
craft engine with a propeller of our type 
will give steady divergence through its vari 
ous speeds, resulting in complete staple os 
cillation and the consistent units of‘ the 
changeable blade angles of attack and place 
‘ment thereof will go for propulsive e?iciency. 

Aside from the mechanical design and ef 
?cienoy of the propeller as shown, advantage 
is derived in aviation as follows: First, 
ground; second, taking off; third, free flight 5 
fourth, ceiling; and ?fth, landing. 

First, ground, the advantage vof the pro 
peller on the ground is that the propeller 
blades can be set at zero thrust thereby doing 
away with the blocking or holding of the 
aeroplane wheels. This condition of zero 
thrust would also give a zero torque, result 
ing in a perfectly free running engine. 
Further the warming up process of the en 

gine would be cut down to a minimum due 
to no in?ow or slip stream upon the engine. 

Second, at taking off, the angle of the blades 
can be set for giving the greatest amount of 
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?spee(l.-.and .lpull thereby resulting. in .permit 
ting of a quick take o?’ to be had. The ordi 
znany .1propel1er'now .in use; with ?xed pitch 
.T is adapted and liinitedtor the: prerascertained 
rating 1of zP. of .motor, revolutions [per 
uninute, ' plane‘ pay :load .etc., 1 in :taking off. 

:With our 1propeller,.:the ‘adjustable vcon- . 
é‘trollableapitch,>being madezwhile in ?ight, 
{the take-off can be *made ifrom. a; small .~ ?eld 

' eat .‘a: lead angle :correct ; forithe 1H. 1).,‘ plane 
load, etc., or in other words the pilohmay . 
rproducefrth'e :most .e?icient propeller thrust 
a to . meet the ~ condition : to take o?‘ ; his plane 
. into free-5 ?ight; irregardless of wind, LH. V1)., 

5155 erevolutio‘ns .perrminute and. load. 
.Third,.'in,~free ?ighty'the correct angle of > 

- incidence can be made‘ by.‘ thezpilot‘ to ‘obtain 
the greatest air .speed'without e?'eoting the 
engine. :Itéisifoundithabthere is a change 

' 2'0 ' of : approximately-v ?fty‘ to .'.sixty ‘revolutions 
‘per -minute.-f0r_;each degree of *movement 
.for ‘the blades. :Thisholds, good ‘for either 
‘an -~ increase or decrease: of :speed, :therefore 
the {propeller - can -._be .used 1 ion ; different ‘en 

;-,5,.gines by controlling thepitch to suit ‘the Y 
‘ speed ~land: power of each, While in ?ight. 

:Fourth,-the propeller-blades-can .be ad 
;justed for the ceiling, in other words'the 

. angle ofthe blades can be changed. to accord 
3o withthe “conditions ofthe atmosphere. 

Fifth, in landing, it‘has been demonstrated 
:that a, plane with a very- low lead ‘angle, the 
.propeller vundermotor power tends to sta 
bilize and approach the landing speed slower. . 

-35 This is given‘withthepropeller described. 
7 Changes in. details :may be made; ‘without 

departing-from the spiritbr?scope of this 
invention :but what we ‘claim ; as new is : 
..1..-A.propeller..blade comprising a disc 

40 »shape'd-?ange,~body. portions projecting from 
- one-face of the ?angeat opposite sides there 
of, and asingle connecting tip, said body 
portions "partially overlying one another 
through their entire lengths. 

1'45 .2._A‘,propeller blade comprising spaced’ 
body sections and a single connecting tip, 
said. body portions and tip being gradually 
tapered in cross- section from their lead 
ing edges to their trailing edges, said body 

50 portions partially overlying one another 
throughout their. entire lengths, the tip ex 

. tending in the same direction as the body por 
tions. 
In testimony that We claim-the foregoing 

do We have hereunto set our hands at Milwau 
. kee, in'the county of Milwaukee and State 
of Wisconsin. 

‘FREDERICK J. MARTENS. 
CLINTON O. THOMPSON. 


